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Torn
"This page-turner has it all: fantastic characters, witty
banter, and sizzling chemistry. I absolutely loved
it!"— Gina L. Maxwell, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author For their friends, Emily and Jase will
let their mutual resentment simmer just beneath the
surfaceright alongside their mutual attraction. Jase
Foster can't believe his bad luck. He's been paired
with the she-devil herself for his best friend's
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wedding: Emily Klein of the miles-long legs and killer
smile. She may be sin in a bridesmaid dress, but
there's no way he's falling for her again. They can
barely stand each other, but given how many of their
friends are getting married, they'll just have to play
nice—at least when they're in company. Once they're
alone, more than just gloves come off as Jase and
Emily discover their chemistry is combustible, and
there may be something to this enemies to lovers
thing after all. The Wedding Date Series: May the Best
Man Win (Book 1) The Wedding Date Bargain (Book 2)
More praise for Mira Lyn Kelly: "Incredible tension, a
great cast of charactersand some really gooey
emotional conflict."—Molly O'Keefe, USA Today
bestselling author for Truth or Dare "Sexy and with a
truly fresh voice."—Tina Leonard, New York Times
bestselling author for Touch and Go "Mira Lyn Kelly's
writing always sparkles."—Lauren Layne, USA Today
bestselling author for Touch and Go

Tempting the Best Man
From the # 1 New York Times bestselling author of
Wait for You and Be With Me, comes a richly moving
story about heartbreak and guilt, second chances
and, most of all, hope Six years ago, Jillian Lima's
whole world was destroyed. The same night her
childhood love Brock Mitchell broke her heart, her life
was irrevocably altered by a stranger with a gun.
After years spent slowly rebuilding the shattered
pieces of her life, Jillian is finally ready to stop existing
in a past full of pain and regret and is determined to
start living. The one thing she never expected was the
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impossibly handsome Brock walking back into her life
Brock can't believe that the breathtaking woman
standing before him now is the little girl who used to
be his shadow growing up. Unable to stay away from
each other, their tentative friendship soon sparks into
something more and the red-hot chemistry sizzling
between them can no longer be denied. But falling for
Brock again risks more than just Jillian's heart. When
the past resurfaces, and a web of lies threatens to rip
them apart, the fallout could lay waste to everything
they've ever cared about

Cursed
Daily existence is more interconnected to consumer
behaviors than ever before, encompassing many
issues of well-being. Problems include unhealthy
eating; credit card mismanagement; alcohol, tobacco,
pornography, and gambling abuse; marketplace
discrimination; and ecological deterioration; as well as
at-risk groups who are impoverished, impaired, or
elderly. Opportunities for well-being via consumer
behaviors include empowerment via the Internet,
product sharing, leisure pursuits, family consumption,
and pro-environmental activities, among others. In
2005 the Association for Consumer Research
launched Transformative Consumer Research (TCR).
Its mission is to foster research on quality of life that
is both rigorous and applied for better assisting
consumers, their caregivers, policy administrators,
and executives. This edited volume includes 33
chapters on a wide range of topics by expert
international authors. All royalties from sales of this
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book are donated to the Association to support TCR
grants.

Fourth of July Creek
A compelling novel from Jennifer L. Armentrout, the
New York Times bestselling author of the Covenant
and Lux series. Dying sucks - and high school senior
Ember McWilliams knows firsthand. After a fatal car
accident, her gifted little sister brought her back. Now
anything Ember touches dies. And that, well, really
blows. Ember operates on a no-touch policy with all
living things - including boys. When Hayden Cromwell
shows up, quoting Oscar Wilde and claiming her curse
is a gift, she thinks he's a crazed cutie. But when he
tells her he can help control it, she's more than
interested. There's just one catch: Ember has to trust
Hayden's adopted father, a man she's sure has
sinister reasons for collecting children with abilities
even weirder than hers. But when Ember learns the
accident that turned her into a freak may not have
been an accident at all, she's not sure who to trust.
Someone wanted her dead, and the closer she gets to
the truth, the closer she is to losing not only her
heart, but her life. For real this time.

May the Best Man Win
CEO Aiden Kelley’s life of billionaire extravagance is
flipped upside down when his ex shows up with a tenyear-old she claims is his. Totally out of his element
and losing the control so integral to his success, he
needs help. To top it all off, the only constant woman
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in his life, his executive assistant, has given notice
just when he needs her help to survive his newfound
fatherhood. Chelsea Houston is an executive
assistant, not a nanny. The only person more clueless
about kids is her boss. Helping him on a daddydaughter road trip is her last task before he’ll accept
her two weeks’ notice and she can be free of the
infuriating man she’s had a crush on for longer than
she’d admit. Aiden’s carefully ordered life has never
been so disorganized, and he’s suddenly tempted by
the things he thought he could never have. Things
like love and family. Who knew chaos could be so
damn fun? Each book in the Billionaire Dynasties
series is STANDALONE. * The Penthouse Prince * The
Irish Prince * The Firstborn Prince

Hard Crush
This text is designed for an introductory probability
course at the university level for sophomores, juniors,
and seniors in mathematics, physical and social
sciences, engineering, and computer science. It
presents a thorough treatment of ideas and
techniques necessary for a firm understanding of the
subject. The text is also recommended for use in
discrete probability courses. The material is organized
so that the discrete and continuous probability
discussions are presented in a separate, but parallel,
manner. This organization does not emphasize an
overly rigorous or formal view of probability and
therefore offers some strong pedagogical value.
Hence, the discrete discussions can sometimes serve
to motivate the more abstract continuous probability
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discussions. Features: Key ideas are developed in a
somewhat leisurely style, providing a variety of
interesting applications to probability and showing
some nonintuitive ideas. Over 600 exercises provide
the opportunity for practicing skills and developing a
sound understanding of ideas. Numerous historical
comments deal with the development of discrete
probability. The text includes many computer
programs that illustrate the algorithms or the
methods of computation for important problems. The
book is a beautiful introduction to probability theory
at the beginning level. The book contains a lot of
examples and an easy development of theory without
any sacrifice of rigor, keeping the abstraction to a
minimal level. It is indeed a valuable addition to the
study of probability theory. --Zentralblatt MATH

Moonlight Sins
It takes a fearless woman to love the most scandalous
man alive in New York Times Bestselling Author
Jennifer L. Armentrout’s breathtaking novel Even a
ghost hunter like Rosie Herpin couldn’t have foreseen
the fateful meeting between two mourners that has
brought her so intimately close to the notorious and
seductive Devlin de Vincent. Everyone in New Orleans
knows he’s heir to a dark family curse that both
frightens and enthralls. To the locals, Devlin is the
devil. To Rosie, he’s a man who’s stoking her wildest
fantasies. When a brutal attack on her friend is linked
to the de Vincents, he becomes a mystery she may be
risking her life to solve. Devlin knows what he wants
from this sexy and adventurous woman. But what
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does Rosie want from him? It’s a question that
becomes more pressing—and more dangerous—when
he suspects her of prying into the shadows of his
past. Now, the legends surrounding the de Vincents
may not be myths at all. But if she’s to discover the
truth, she must follow them straight into the arms of
the man she can’t resist—the handsome devil himself.

Pachinko (National Book Award Finalist)
Tempting the Best Man (A Gamble Brothers Novel) by
J. Lynn Madison Daniels has worshipped her brother's
best friend since they were kids. Everyone thinks she
and Chase Gamble would make the perfect couple,
but there are two major flaws in their logic. 1) Chase
has sworn off relationships of any kind, and 2) after
blurring the line between friends and lovers for one
night four years ago, they can't stop bickering. Forced
together for her brother's wedding getaway, Chase
and Madison decide to call a truce for the happy
couple. Except all bets are off when they're forced to
shack up in a tacky 70's honeymoon suite and survive
a multitude of "accidents" as the family tries to prove
their "spark" can be used than for more than fighting.
That is, if they don't strangle each other first

A Book of Abstract Algebra
In the Wolf's Lair . . . Determined to stop her wayward
brother from squandering their dwindling fortune,
Lady Eliza Brentford decides to follow him to his
favorite den of depravity. There, among the
candlelight and raucous revelry, she encounters her
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brother's role model in debauchery, the notorious
Marquess of Haddan, Gryffin Dwight. Staring into his
smoldering green eyes, Eliza can't help but find the
rakehell nobleman seductively charming-and sinfully
attractive. In a Lover's Paradise . . . When Gryffin
appears on Eliza's estate as a guest of her brother, a
stolen kiss among the garden's blooms leads to a
night of unbridled passion. Suddenly the lovely widow
feels herself opening up, like the petals of a rose.
Could this master of seduction possibly feel true
emotion for Eliza? Or is he leading her down the
garden path to an Eden of delights no woman can
resist-and a fall no woman can escape?

Tempting the Best Man (Gamble
Brothers Book One)
Beautiful Deborah Grantham, mistress of her aunt's
elegant gaming house, must find a way to restore
herself and her aunt to respectability, preferably
without accepting either of two repugnant offers. One
is from an older, very rich and rather corpulent lord
whose reputation for licentious behavior disgusts her;
the other from the young, puppyish scion of a noble
family whose relatives are convinced she is a fortune
hunter. Max Ravenscar, uncle to her young suitor,
comes to buy her off, an insult so scathing that it
leads to a volley of passionate reprisals, escalating
between them to a level of flair and fury that can only
have one conclusion "My favourite historical
novelist—stylish, romantic, sharp, and witty. Her
sense of period is superb, her heroines are
enterprising, and her heroes dashing. I owe her many
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happy hours." -Margaret Drabble "Georgette Heyer is
unbeatable." - Sunday Telegraph "Sparkling."
-Independent on Sunday "A writer of great wit and
styleI've read herbooks to ragged shreds." -Kate
Fenton, Daily Telegraph

The Thousand Faces of Virtual Reality
When time out becomes the time of your life. THE
BRAND NEW BOOK FROM BESTSELLER CAROLE
MATTHEWS *** Jodie Jackson is all at sea, in every
sense. On a ferry bound for the Isle of Wight, she's
leaving her London life, her career, and her husband
behind. She'd like a chance to turn back the clocks,
but she'll settle for some peace and quiet on her
brother Bill's beautifully renovated houseboat, Sunny
Days. But from the moment Jodie steps aboard her
new home, it's clear she'll struggle to keep herself to
herself. If it isn't Marilyn, who cleans for Bill and is
under strict instructions to look after Jodie, then it's
Ned, the noisy sculptor on the next-door houseboat.
Ned's wood carving is hard on the ears, but it's made
up for by the fact that he's rather easy on the eyes.
Bustled out of the boat by Marilyn and encouraged to
explore with Ned, Jodie soon delights in her newfound
freedom. But out of mind isn't out of sight, and when
her old life comes knocking Jodie is forced to face
reality. Will she answer the call or choose a life filled
with Sunny Days and Sea Breezes? Why do readers
love Carole Matthews? 'Fun, fantastic and brimming
with Matthews magic' MILLY JOHNSON 'You can't do
better than to sink into Happiness for Beginners'
KATIE FFORDE 'An irresistibly warm-hearted story'
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TRISHA ASHLEY 'Warm, witty and hopeful - I was
charmed' SARAH MORGAN 'The queen of funny, feel
good fiction' MIKE GAYLE

Unchained
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1
international bestseller and modern classic beloved
by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU
ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country
is holding its breath. Death has never been busier.
Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster
family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been
taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals
books. This is her story and the story of the
inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to
fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS
NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition
features pages of bonus content, including marked-up
manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from
the author's writing notebook.

Gambling Disorder
In the irresistibly sexy series from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout, two free
spirits find their lives changed by a one-night stand…
Some things you just believe in, even if you've never
experienced them. For Stephanie, that list includes
love. It's out there. Somewhere. Eventually.
Meanwhile she's got her job at the mixed martial arts
training center and hot flings with gorgeous,
temporary guys like Nick. Then a secret brings them
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closer, opening Steph's eyes to a future she never
knew she wanted—until tragedy rips it away. Nick's
self-assured surface shields a past no one needs to
know about. His mind-blowing connection with Steph
changes all that. As fast as he's knocking down the
walls that have kept him commitment-free, she's
building them up again, determined to keep the
hurt—and Nick—out. But he can't walk away. Not
when she's the only one who's ever made him wish
for forever . . .

Fire in You
From USA TODAY bestselling author Mira Lyn Kelly:
Ten years ago, I was the geek with too many ideas
and one girl I wanted forever. A billion dollars later,
one night with a soft body is as close to forever as I
get. It’s all I want. Or it was. I never thought I'd see
her again “One of the best 2nd chance romances I
ever read…Fun, emotional, and sooooo hot!” I never
thought I’d see her again Let alone find her in the
same spot I left her ten years ago, teaching at the
high school where we fell in love. I should have kept
walking But I wanted that laugh. That smile. I wanted
five minutes before I got back to the life with no room
for my past. One kiss was all I meant to take But then
her fingers were in my hair, her breath hot against my
lips. My hands… everywhere. Now I want more I want
her, but she only wants the guy I used to be. And just
like the first time I can’t stay, and she won’t leave.
**A sexy second chance at love romance**

Tempting the Bodyguard
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My Antonia is a novel by an American writer Willa
Cather. It is the final book of the "prairie trilogy" of
novels, preceded by O Pioneers! and The Song of the
Lark. The novel tells the stories of an orphaned boy
from Virginia, Jim Burden, and Antonia Shimerda, the
daughter of Bohemian immigrants. They are both
became pioneers and settled in Nebraska in the end
of the 19th century. The first year in the very new
place leaves strong impressions in both children,
affecting them lifelong. The narrator and the main
character of the novel My Antonia, Jim grows up in
Black Hawk, Nebraska from age 10 Eventually, he
becomes a successful lawyer and moves to New York
City.

Trust in Me
#1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr
brings together a poignant novel with a rich tapestry
of characters. A moving story that will leave the
reader laughing and crying, as two friends confront
their pasts and move towards their futures. In the
aftermath of her financier husband’s suicide, Emma
Shay Compton’s dream life is shattered. Richard
Compton stole his clients’ life savings to fund a lavish
life in New York City and, although she was never
involved in the business, Emma bears the burden of
her husband’s crimes. She is left with nothing. Only
one friend stands by her, a friend she’s known since
high school, who encourages her to come home to
Sonoma County. But starting over isn’t easy, and
Sonoma is full of unhappy memories, too. And people
she’d rather not face, especially Riley Kerrigan. Riley
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and Emma were like sisters—until Riley betrayed
Emma, ending their friendship. Emma left town,
planning to never look back. Now, trying to stand on
her own two feet, Emma can’t escape her husband’s
reputation and is forced to turn to the last person she
thought she’d ever ask for help—her former best
friend. It’s an uneasy reunion as both women face the
mistakes they’ve made over the years. Only if they
find a way to forgive each other—and
themselves—can each of them find the life she wants.

Tempting the Best Man
Working together…and sleeping together? Piers's
relationship with Georgia was strictly business—pure
and simple. This should have made their living under
the same roof a relatively straightforward affair. But,
somehow, Piers couldn't stop her from stealing into
his thoughts. He wasn't a man to act on impulse. He
had managed to resist her—so far! And then one
intimate night, business became steamy pleasure….

Fall With Me
Chad Gamble, all-star pitcher for the Nationals, is one
of the best players on-and off-the field. And right now,
the notorious bad boy wants Bridget Rodgers. But
with her lush curves and snappy comebacks, the
feisty redhead is the kind of woman a man wants to
settle down withand that's the last thing Chad needs.
When the paparazzi catch them in a compromising
position, Chad's manager issues an ultimatum: clean
up his act or kiss his multi-million dollar contract
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goodbye. To save his career, his meddling publicist
says he'll have to convince everyone Bridget isn't just
his flavor of the week, but his girlfriend. Being
blackmailed into a fake relationship with Chad
Gamble isn't easy, especially when the sizzling
physical attraction between them is undeniable. With
a month to go on their arranged pretense, it's going
to take every ounce of willpower they have not to fall
into bed togetheror in love.

Transformative Consumer Research for
Personal and Collective Well-being
"Torn between duty and survival, nothing can be the
same." Everything Ivy Morgan thought she knew has
been turned on its head. After being betrayed and
then nearly killed by the Prince of the Fae, she's left
bruised and devastated-and with an earth-shattering
secret that she must keep at all costs. And if the
Order finds out her secret, they'll kill her. Then there's
Ren Owens, the sexy, tattooed Elite member of the
Order who has been sharing Ivy's bed and claiming
her heart. Their chemistry is smoking hot, but Ivy
knows that Ren has always valued his duty to the
Order above all else-he could never touch her if he
knew the truth. That is, if he let her live at all. Yet how
can she live with herself if she lies to him? But as the
Fae Prince begins to close in, intent on permanently
opening the gates to the Otherworld, Ivy is running
out of options. If she doesn't figure out who she can
trust-and fast-it's not only her heart that will be torn
apart, but civilization itself.
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The Life She Wants
Madison Daniels has worshipped her brother's best
friend since they were kids. Everyone thinks she and
Chase Gamble would make the perfect couple, but
there are two major flaws in their logic. 1) Chase has
sworn off relationships of any kind, and 2) after
blurring the line between friends and lovers for one
night four years ago, they can't stop bickering. Forced
together for her brother's wedding getaway, Chase
and Madison decide to call a truce for the happy
couple. Except all bets are off when they're forced to
shack up in a tacky 70's honeymoon suite and survive
a multitude of "accidents" as the family tries to prove
their "spark" can be used than for more than fighting.
That is, if they don't strangle each other first

The Irish Prince
Virtual Reality (VR) has thousand faces. Why?
Because from the moment of VRs birth we use it in
every field of our life. VR is based on the development
of information technology, computer graphics, and
strong high speed hardware. VR has high impact not
only on research but on our daily living as well. This
book has an aim to present applications, trends and
newest development in three main disciplines: health
sector, education and industry. In this book several
new applications are presented in three sections. The
first part of the book deals with health care
applications. It is followed by a literature review of
Augmented Reality (AR). The second section contains
industry field education disciplines. The last part
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shows several industry applications and research.
This book will be useful for researchers, engineers
and students.

Lonely in Longreach
Ivy Morgan hasn't been feeling like herself lately. Not
like anyone can blame her. After all, being held
captive by a psychotic fae prince hell-bent on
permanently opening the gates to the Otherworld is
bound to leave some mental scars. It's more than
that, though. Something dark and insidious is
spreading throughout Ivy, more powerful than she
could ever imagine and it's coming between her and
the man she's fallen deeply in love with, elite Order
member Ren Owens. Ren would do anything to keep
Ivy safe. Anything. But when he makes a life altering
choice for her, the fallout of his act has far reaching
consequences that threaten to tear their lives apart. If
Ivy is going to have any hope of surviving this, she
must put aside the hurt and betrayal she feels, and
work with not only those she loves, but with an
enemy she would rather kill than ever trust. War is
coming, and it soon becomes clear that what Ivy and
Ren thought they knew about the Order, themselves,
and even their enemies, has been nothing but a
cluster of dangerous, deadly lies. Ivy knows she must
be more than just brave to save those she loves--and,
ultimately, to save herself. Because behind every evil
fae Prince, there's a Queen.

Moonlight Seduction
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When Hilton was just a boy, his grandmother
sacrificed her life to save him from drowning. Thirty
years later, he begins to suspect that he was never
meant to survive that accident, and that dark forces
are working to rectify that mistake. When Hilton's
wife, the only elected African-American judge in Dade
County, FL, begins to receive racist hate mail, he
becomes obsessed with protecting his family. Soon,
however, he begins to have horrible nightmares, more
intense and disturbing than any he has ever
experienced. Are the strange dreams trying to tell him
something? His sense of reality begins to slip away as
he battles both the psychotic threatening to destroy
his family and the even more terrifying enemy
stalking his sleep. Chilling and utterly convincing, The
Between follows the struggles of a man desperately
trying to hold on to the people and life he loves, but
may have already lost. The compelling plot holds
readers in suspense until the final, profound moment
of resolution.

Stay with Me
The de Vincent brothers are back—and so is the
intrigue that surrounds them—in New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout’s sizzling
new novel . . . Nicolette Bresson never thought she’d
return to the de Vincents’ bayou compound. It’s
where her parents work, where Nikki grew up . . . and
where she got her heart broken by Gabriel de Vincent
himself. Yet here she is, filling in for her sick mother.
Avoiding Gabe should be easy, especially when so
much of Nikki’s time is spent trying not to be stabbed
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in the back by the malicious hangers-on who frequent
the mansion. But escaping memories of Gabe, much
less his smoking-hot presence, is harder than
expected—especially since he seems determined to
be in Nikki’s space as much as possible. Gabriel spent
years beating himself up over his last encounter with
Nikki. He’d wanted her then, but for reasons that were
bad for both of them. Things have now changed. Gabe
sees more than a girl he’s known forever; he sees a
smart, talented, and heartbreakingly beautiful woman
. . . one who’s being stalked from the shadows. Now,
Gabe will do anything to keep Nikki safe—and to stop
the de Vincent curse from striking again.

Brave
In the red heart of Queensland, two teenagers playing
matchmaker are about to turn more than one life
upside-down. Widower Sam Costello has no time for
love. When he's not working on his farm, he's trying
to figure out how to connect with his teenage son
Levi. But Levi is about to finish high school, and he
has big plans to move to Sydney for University with
his best friend Maddie. If only he didn't feel so guilty
about abandoning his dad. Maddie has her own
reasons for wanting to go to Sydney and she's not
going to let Levi's dad ruin her future happiness. Mr
Costello needs a girlfriend and, with her talent for
matchmaking, Maddie is the girl to make it happen.
By the time Mr C figures out what she's done, surely
he'll be too in love to be angry. Journalist Sarah Lewis
has a good job, a nice boyfriend and a safe life in
Sydney. Though sometimes she wonders if life has
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more to offer than nice and safe. When she starts
working on an article about finding love in the
outback she finds herself asking whether journalists
should become this invested in their research. But
there's just something about Lonely in Longreach.
Could it be that the man behind the dating profile is
the key to the passion she has been looking for?
Sleepless in Seattle meets rural Australia in this fresh
romantic comedy about optimism, online dating and
love at first sight.

The Between
Jennifer L. Armentrout (also known as J. Lynn), New
York Times bestselling author of the Wait for You
saga, delivers a new novel of first love, second
chances, and scorching chemistry. Eleven months
ago, bartender and weird-shirt-wearing extraordinaire
Roxy and Officer Reece Anders had a one night stand.
Well, kind of. She's been in love with him since she
was fifteen, and he wishes that night they shared
never happened. She's sworn him off forever, but the
past and future collide, forcing her to rely on the one
man who broke her heart not once, but twice. Her
best friend since birth has been in a long-term care
facility since he became a victim of a hate crime
years ago, and the person who put him in there is out
of prison and wanting to make amends with him and
Roxy. She's not sure she has room for forgiveness in
her and when she begins to receive frightening
messages and is on the receiving end of escalating
violence, she thinks she knows who is to blame. The
man who already destroyed one life already. But
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Reece isn't convinced. The threats are too personal,
and even if Roxy doesn't believe him, he's not willing
to let anyone hurt her. Including himself. He's already
messed up more than once when it comes to Roxy
and he's not going to let history repeat itself.

Dream Of You: A Wait For You Novella
Originally published November 2013 For twenty-oneyear-old Sydney, being in love with Kyler isn't
anything new. They'd been best friends ever since he
pushed her down on the playground and she made
him eat a mud pie. Somewhere over the years, she
fell for him and fell hard. The big problem with that?
Kyler puts the 'man' in man-whore. He's never stayed
with a girl longer than a few nights, and with it being
their last year in college, Syd doesn't want to risk
their friendship by declaring her love. Kyler has
always put Syd on a pedestal that was too high for
him to reach. To him, she's perfect and she's
everything. But the feelings he has for her, he's
always hidden away or focused on any other female.
After all, Kyler will always be the poor boy from the
wrong side of tracks, and Syd will always be the one
girl he can never have. But when they're stranded
together at a posh ski resort due to a massive
Nor'easter, there's nothing stopping their red-hot
feelings for each other from coming to the surface.
Can their friendship survive the attraction? Better yet,
can they survive at all? Because as the snow falls,
someone is stalking them, and this ski trip may be a
life-changer in more ways than one.
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The Book Thief
It's Wait for You as you've never seen it. Trust in Me
lets you in on Cam's side of the #1 New York Times
bestselling story. Cameron Hamilton is used to getting
what he wants, especially when it comes to women.
But when Avery Morgansten comes crashing into his
life—literally—he finally meets the one person who
can resist his soulful baby blues. But Cam's not ready
to give up. He can't get the feisty and intriguing girl
out of his head. Avery has secrets, secrets that keep
her from admitting the feelings Cam knows she has
for him. Will persistence (and some delicious
homemade cookies) help him break down her barriers
and gain her trust? Or will he be shut out of Avery's
life, losing his first real shot at the kind of love that
lasts forever?

Moonlight Scandals
This book provides an overview of the state of the art
in research on and treatment of gambling disorder. As
a behavioral addiction, gambling disorder is of
increasing relevance to the field of mental health.
Research conducted in the last decade has yielded
valuable new insights into the characteristics and
etiology of gambling disorder, as well as effective
treatment strategies. The different chapters of this
book present detailed information on the general
concept of addiction as applied to gambling, the
clinical characteristics, epidemiology and
comorbidities of gambling disorder, as well as typical
cognitive distortions found in patients with gambling
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disorder. In addition, the book includes chapters
discussing animal models and the genetic and
neurobiological underpinnings of the disorder.
Further, it is examining treatment options including
pharmacological and psychological intervention
methods, as well as innovative new treatment
approaches. The book also discusses relevant
similarities to and differences with substance-related
disorders and other behavioral addictions. Lastly, it
examines gambling behavior from a cultural
perspective, considers possible prevention strategies
and outlines future perspectives in the field.

My Antonia
Gabriel "Gabe" Lewis retired from the NFL and
returned home to Cherry Springs. He combined his
passion for football with camping and is now the
owner of a football camp for teens. His summers are
dedicated to spending time with family and teaching
his campers about the sport he loves. Zoey Zahn is a
quirky, introverted writer and self-proclaimed geek.
When she's asked if she’ll accompany her nephew,
Christopher, to camp, Zoey agrees, envisioning quiet
evenings of writing in the great outdoors. After she
stumbles upon Gabe, however, quiet evenings alone
are the last thing on her mind. The chemistry
between Gabe and Zoey is undeniable, but as camp
ends, a brewing storm causes their blooming
relationship to fumble. All Gabe knows is that Zoey is
Too Tempting to deny, and he's determined to
overcome the obstacles between them to be the man
she deserves. Too Tempting is the first in an all-new
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small town romance series by Bethany Lopez. Follow
the Lewis cousins of Cherry Springs, the kind of place
where there are festivals for every occasion and
everyone knows your business, as they learn about
love and loss.

Faro's Daughter
Between the pissed off creatures that want demonhunter Lily Marks dead, and Julian, the fallen angel
who just wants her, she's ready for a quiet 20 minutes
with her favorite hamburger. If only her life could be
that simple. That she and Julian are even civil to one
another, let alone sharing sexy times, is enough to
have her fired from the Sanctuary where she works.
Oh, and there's that tiny fact that she's suspected of
being a traitor. Lily's life quickly moves from merely
complicated to I-hope-I-can-survive-the-night. She
must discover the real traitor before she loses
everything — and she'll need Julian's help. That is, if
he's really there to do good. Yeah, being a Nephilim
isn't everything it's cracked up to be, and staying
alive has become her number one priority.

Too Tempting to Resist
A New York Times Top Ten Book of the Year and
National Book Award finalist, Pachinko is an
"extraordinary epic" of four generations of a poor
Korean immigrant family as they fight to control their
destiny in 20th-century Japan (San Francisco
Chronicle). NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2017
* A USA TODAY TOP TEN OF 2017 * JULY PICK FOR
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THE PBS NEWSHOUR-NEW YORK TIMES BOOK CLUB
NOW READ THIS * FINALIST FOR THE 2018 DAYTON
LITERARY PEACE PRIZE* WINNER OF THE MEDICI
BOOK CLUB PRIZE Roxane Gay's Favorite Book of
2017, Washington Post NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
* #1 BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER * USA TODAY
BESTSELLER * WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER *
WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER "There could only be
a few winners, and a lot of losers. And yet we played
on, because we had hope that we might be the lucky
ones." In the early 1900s, teenaged Sunja, the adored
daughter of a crippled fisherman, falls for a wealthy
stranger at the seashore near her home in Korea. He
promises her the world, but when she discovers she is
pregnant--and that her lover is married--she refuses
to be bought. Instead, she accepts an offer of
marriage from a gentle, sickly minister passing
through on his way to Japan. But her decision to
abandon her home, and to reject her son's powerful
father, sets off a dramatic saga that will echo down
through the generations. Richly told and profoundly
moving, Pachinko is a story of love, sacrifice,
ambition, and loyalty. From bustling street markets to
the halls of Japan's finest universities to the pachinko
parlors of the criminal underworld, Lee's complex and
passionate characters--strong, stubborn women,
devoted sisters and sons, fathers shaken by moral
crisis--survive and thrive against the indifferent arc of
history. *Includes reading group guide*

One Intimate Night
Abby Erickson isn't looking for a one-night stand, a
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relationship, or anything that involves any one-on-one
time, but when she witnesses a shocking crime, she's
thrust into the hands of the sexiest man she's ever
seen - Colton Anders. His job is to protect her, but
with every look, every touch, and every simmering
kiss, she's in danger of not only losing her life but her
heart also.

Tempting Fate
Accessible but rigorous, this outstanding text
encompasses all of the topics covered by a typical
course in elementary abstract algebra. Its easy-toread treatment offers an intuitive approach, featuring
informal discussions followed by thematically
arranged exercises. This second edition features
additional exercises to improve student familiarity
with applications. 1990 edition.

Tempting the Player
Madison Daniels has worshipped her brother's best
friend since they were kids. Everyone thinks she and
Chase Gamble would make the perfect couple, but
there are two major flaws in their logic. 1) Chase has
sworn off relationships of any kind, and 2) after
blurring the line between friends and lovers for one
night four years ago, they can't stop bickering. Forced
together for her brother's wedding getaway, Chase
and Madison decide to call a truce for the happy
couple. Except all bets are off when they're forced to
shack up in a tacky 70's honeymoon suite and survive
a multitude of "accidents" as the family tries to prove
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their "spark" can be used than for more than fighting.
That is, if they don't strangle each other first

Sunny Days and Sea Breezes
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Wait for You and Be with Me comes a daring tale that
pushes boundaries . . . At 21, Calla hasn't done a lot
of things. She’s never been kissed, never seen the
ocean, never gone to an amusement park. But
growing up, she witnessed some things no child ever
should. She still carries the physical and emotional
scars of living with a strung-out mother,
Mona—secrets she keeps from everyone, including
her close circle of college friends. But the safe cocoon
Calla has carefully built is shattered when she
discovers her mom has stolen her college money and
run up a huge credit card debt in her name. Now,
Calla has to go back to the small town she thought
shed left behind and clean up her mom’s mess again.
Of course, when she arrives at her mother’s bar,
Mona is nowhere to be found. Instead, six feet of
hotness named Jackson James is pouring drinks and
keeping the place humming. Sexy and intense, Jax is
in Calla’s business from they moment they meet,
giving her a job and helping her search for Mona. And
the way he looks at her makes it clear he wants to get
horizontal . . . and maybe something more. Before
Calla can let him get close, though, she’s got to deal
with the pain of the past—and some very bad guys
out to mess her up if she doesn't give them her mom.

Too Tempting: The Lewis Cousins, Book 1
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A sexy category romance from Entangled's Brazen
imprint He can protect her from everyone except
himself. Alana Gore is in danger. A take-no-prisoners
publicist, her way with people has made her more
than a few enemies over the years, but a creepy
stalker is an entirely different matter. She needs a
bodyguard, and the only man she can ask is not only
ridiculously hot, but reputed to have taste for women
that goes beyond adventurous. Chandler Gamble has
one rule: don't protect anyone you want to screw. But
with Alana, he's caught between his job and his
increasingly hard libido. On one hand, Alana needs his
help. On the other, Chandler wants nothing more than
to take the hot volcano of a woman in hand. To make
her writhe in pleasure, until she's at his complete
mercy. She needs protection. He needs satisfaction.
And the moment the line is crossed, all hell will break
loose

Forever with You
In a town of flamboyance, wealth and family feuds, a
mystery of the past is about to resurface, in this
classic romantic suspense by New York Times
bestselling author Carla Neggers. Despite her success
as a young entrepreneur, Dani Pembroke is a haunted
woman. Long ago her mother vanished without a
trace, leaving Dani to live with her wealthy relatives,
who have their own questionable pasts. Although the
residents of Saratoga, New York, gossip that Lilli
Pembroke’s disappearance will never be solved, Dani
is confident that she will find the truth one day. That
day draws near when security expert Zeke Cutler
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arrives in Saratoga. The two join forces in an effort to
find out what really happened to Lilli Pembroke. But
Dani is unaware that her fearless partner has his own
reasons for uncovering the truth…and that their
search is putting them on track to collide with a killer
who will do anything to keep that secret buried.
Originally published in 2008

Introduction to Probability
In this shattering and iconic American novel, PEN
prize-winning writer, Smith Henderson explores the
complexities of freedom, community, grace, suspicion
and anarchy, brilliantly depicting our nation's
disquieting and violent contradictions. After trying to
help Benjamin Pearl, an undernourished, nearly feral
eleven-year-old boy living in the Montana wilderness,
social worker Pete Snow comes face to face with the
boy's profoundly disturbed father, Jeremiah. With
courage and caution, Pete slowly earns a measure of
trust from this paranoid survivalist itching for a final
conflict that will signal the coming End Times. But as
Pete's own family spins out of control, Pearl's
activities spark the full-blown interest of the F.B.I.,
putting Pete at the center of a massive manhunt from
which no one will emerge unscathed.

Frigid
New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout delivers the unforgettable story of a
woman whose new life has just begun—but may end
in murder . . . Julia Hughes has always played it safe
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until she learned a very painful lesson. Now Julia’s
starting over with a job in the Louisiana bayou—and a
scorching encounter with a stranger, only to discover
he’s Lucian de Vincent . . . her new employer. The de
Vincent brothers share a massive fortune and a dark
reputation. Julia cares for their troubled sister, but a
menacing presence in the mansion—and the everpresent temptation of Lucian—prove dangerously
distracting. Lucian’s grandmother claimed de Vincent
men fall in love once—and hard. Apparently, it’s
Lucian’s turn. Julia’s compassionate care of his twin
makes Lucian want to lay himself bare. But some
secrets are better for Julia not to know. The recent
“suicide” of Lucian’s father is the latest in a string of
deaths on the estate. Someone is eliminating the de
Vincents. And the best way to get to Lucian may be
through Julia. . . .
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